Explotrain Model X-AK47

Provides a man-portable simulation of AK-47 small arms fire

• Self-contained system, fully portable
• Backpack assembly contains oxygen, propane, and power supply
• Main fuel shutoff valve operated by grip safety switch
• Adjustable fire rate
• Realistic AK-47 report, flash, and appearance
The X-AK47 provides a man-pak portable simulation of AK47 small arms fire. The oxygen and propane gas supply are housed in a backpack assembly along with the power supply and control systems. A “dead man” style switch in the grip controls a shut off valve for the fuel supply as an added level of safety. A temperature sensor on the combustion chamber prevents overheating, and software settings create firing delays for magazine changes for a more realistic simulation.

**Specifications**

- Safety features include primary fuel shutoff valve, grip safety, temperature sensor, and flashback arrestors
- Welding grade oxygen and disposable propane cylinders
- Integrated software simulates time needed to change magazines
- Audio signature replicates AK-47
- Realistic flash and visual appearance
- Weapon constructed of steel and wood